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[DaermaDM]: (((((game on)))))
[DaermaDM]: we start at the top of the init...
[DaermaDM]: Dragonkin, Hoser, Blue, Red, Erok, Taetia, Ethos & Charlie, Ethan, 
Vince...
[DaermaDM]: got it everyone?
[Taetia]: nodnod
[Erok]: yup
[Taetia]: ((I got blue pinned tho))
[Charlie]: ((yup))
[Ethan]: ((got it))
[DaermaDM]: 5, 14, 15, 28 attack ethos.. 
[Ethan]: ((you mean me))
[Ethos]: ((don't you mean ethan))
[DaermaDM]: errr ethan even..
[Charlie]: ((do you mean ethan...?))
[DaermaDM]: all four drop their spears to use claws..
[Charlie]: ((gahh...i'm slow tonight...))
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+14) : 1d20=9  = [ 23 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+14) : 1d20=10  = [ 24 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+14) : 1d20=10  = [ 24 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+14) : 1d20=6  = [ 20 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+14) : 1d20=19  = [ 33 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+14) : 1d20=14  = [ 28 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+14) : 1d20=11  = [ 25 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+14) : 1d20=6  = [ 20 ]
[DaermaDM]: (current ac ethan? i know you had shifted.. some points arounddd..)
(Ethan whispered to DaermaDM): current ac 35, 36 on 28
[Erok]: (( plus 4 for 'da haste ))
[Ethan]: ((i included it erok, but thanks))
[DaermaDM]: I hit!!!
[DaermaDM]: once....
[Ethan]: ((u did?))
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d6+4) : 1d6=2  = [ 6 ]
[Ethan]: (9must have some bonuses, not included in the roll, shrug))
[DaermaDM]: ((yes i forgot to add the +2 to hit because they are rageing...))
[Ethan]: ((figured was something like that))
[Ethan]: ((if it hadda been 28 who hit me, he woulda missed, heh))
[DaermaDM]: (note to self... don't get physical with the monk..)
[Ethan]: ((chuckle))
[DaermaDM]: erok you get 12 17 21 22 24 attacking..
[DaermaDM]: they keep their spears as you wear armonr..
Erok smiles and lets 'em hit....
[Ethan]: "oh you want to go hand to hand, lets see what yah got!!!!"
Ethan spits some tobaccy juice on the ground
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+15) : 1d20=4  = [ 19 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+15) : 1d20=20  = [ 35 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+15) : 1d20=17  = [ 32 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+15) : 1d20=3  = [ 18 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+15) : 1d20=11  = [ 26 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+10) : 1d20=20  = [ 30 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+10) : 1d20=12  = [ 22 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+10) : 1d20=9  = [ 19 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+10) : 1d20=14  = [ 24 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+10) : 1d20=17  = [ 27 ]
[DaermaDM]: what is your ac with no dex? just the armor?
[Erok]: 17 with no bonuses
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+10) : 1d20=8  = [ 18 ]



[DaermaDM]: 7 hits and it wasn't a crit
[Erok]: (( 'dere were 2 poss crits ))
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+15) : 1d20=10  = [ 25 ]
[DaermaDM]: that one was..
Charlie looks to ethos..."that was a close thing back there...thanks for the 
help..."
DICE for DaermaDM: (8d8+64) : 8d8=2,7,5,3,7,8,1,6  = [ 103 ]
Ethos scratches his head..."Sure no problem Charlie"
[Taetia]: ((Holy shit))
[DaermaDM]: 103 erok.
[Erok]: k
[Taetia]: ((wants kinetic control..))
DaermaDM smacks Erok around... Description please...
Erok shimmers like a mirage, taking each blow and beginning to glow with surpressed
energy....
[DaermaDM]: they all look at Erok funny trying to figure out why he is glowing and 
not dead..
[DaermaDM]: (jeesh the lengths i have to go to sometimes...)
[Charlie]: so is charlie....
[DaermaDM]: hoser attacks 18
DICE for DaermaDM: [DM Hoser / Axe 1 Attack Roll 1] : (1d20+15) : 1d20=15  = [ 30 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: [DM Hoser / Axe 1 Attack Roll 1] : (1d20+15) : 1d20=11  = [ 26 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: [DM Hoser / Axe 1 Attack Roll 2] : (1d20+10) : 1d20=18  = [ 28 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: [DM Hoser / Axe 2 Attack Roll 1] : (1d20+12) : 1d20=2  = [ 14 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: [DM Hoser / Battleaxe Damage] : (1d10+6) : 1d10=9  = [ 15 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: [DM Hoser / Battleaxe Damage] : (1d10+6) : 1d10=5  = [ 11 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: [DM Hoser / Battleaxe Damage] : (1d10+6) : 1d10=4  = [ 10 ]
Charlie elbows ethos "wha's up with erok?"
[DaermaDM]: 18 fdrops..
[Ethan]: '1 more for the home team, go hoser go!"
Ethos looks at Charlie..."What do you mean?"
[DaermaDM]: Taetia you feel your powers comeonline. and Blue disappears witha pop.
[Erok]: (( AoO ??  or contingency ?? ))
[Charlie]: "he's glowing....instead of dying...."
[DaermaDM]: no AoO
Taetia yowls with pissed off dissapointment
[Erok]: (( DM done ? ))
[DaermaDM]: dm done
Erok bellows at the draconic creatures...."HE who LIVES by 'da spear shall DIE by 
'da SHOVEL !!"
Erok swings at 22
DICE for Erok: [Erok / ((Giant Shovel)) Attack Roll 1] : (1d20+23) : 1d20=16  = 
[ 39 ]
[DaermaDM]: umm it hit...
DICE for Erok: [Erok / ((Giant Shovel)) Damage] : (1d10+12+40) : 1d10=9  = [ 61 ]
Erok swings some more if it don't drop
[DaermaDM]: it isn't dead. (did you not release KC?
[Erok]: released some of it....
DICE for Erok: [Erok / ((Giant Shovel)) Attack Roll 1] : (1d20+23) : 1d20=11  = 
[ 34 ]
DICE for Erok: [Erok / ((Giant Shovel)) Damage] : (1d10+12+40) : 1d10=2  = [ 54 ]
Erok swings some more if it don't drop
DICE for Erok: [Erok / ((Giant Shovel)) Attack Roll 2] : (1d20+18) : 1d20=15  = 
[ 33 ]
DICE for Erok: [Erok / ((Giant Shovel)) Damage] : (1d10+12+46) : 1d10=2  = [ 60 ]
[DaermaDM]: hold on
[Erok]: k
[DaermaDM]: all or nothing on the KC.... the way it reads to me is it all goes when
you hit..



[DaermaDM]: (you have never done this to me before... warn me ahead of time )
[DaermaDM]: which basically means you obliterate #22
[Taetia]: ((Test?))
[Ethos]: ((Test))
Erok vaporizes #22 with a single blow, power rippling down his arm as the creature 
explodes into a fine red spray....
[DaermaDM]: ((rereading a vague power desricption T sorry.))
[Taetia]: ((Np))
Erok cleaves 'den to 12
[DaermaDM]: ok the first hit nuked it.. and you can cleave....
DICE for Erok: [Erok / ((Giant Shovel)) Attack Roll 1] : (1d20+23) : 1d20=16  = 
[ 39 ]
DICE for Erok: [Erok / ((Giant Shovel)) Damage] : (1d10+12+46) : 1d10=2  = [ 60 ]
DICE for Erok: [Erok / ((Giant Shovel)) Damage] : (1d10+12) : 1d10=4  = [ 16 ]
[Erok]: (( sorry ))
DICE for Erok: [Erok / ((Giant Shovel)) Attack Roll 1] : (1d20+23) : 1d20=13  = 
[ 36 ]
[DaermaDM]: (ac is 23 (i know i said 21 last week i forgot to add something))
DICE for Erok: [Erok / ((Giant Shovel)) Damage] : (1d10+12) : 1d10=7  = [ 19 ]
DICE for Erok: [Erok / ((Giant Shovel)) Attack Roll 2] : (1d20+18) : 1d20=10  = 
[ 28 ]
DICE for Erok: [Erok / ((Giant Shovel)) Damage] : (1d10+12) : 1d10=1  = [ 13 ]
[Melondar]: ((When calculating init, what is there other then dexterity?))
DICE for Erok: [Erok / ((Giant Shovel)) Attack Roll 3] : (1d20+13) : 1d20=8  = [ 21
]
[DaermaDM]: ((nothing except feats))
[Erok]: (( done unless it drops ))
[Melondar]: ((okay thanks))
[Melondar]: ((what about magic weapons?))
[DaermaDM]: does not drop
[Erok]: (( done ))
[DaermaDM]: ((not now mel))
[Melondar]: k
Charlie watches erok..."i gotta learn how ta do that...."
[DaermaDM]: T your up
Taetia charges 27, and pounces on him
DICE for Taetia: [Taetia / Claw] : (1d20+11+2) : 1d20=1  = [ 14 ]
[Taetia]: ((Oh my god, someone stole my mojo!))
[Charlie]: ((map squares are how big?))
[Taetia]: ((10'))
[DaermaDM]: well if hadn't rolled a one you woulda got him as he is stunned...
[DaermaDM]: (10')
[DaermaDM]: as it is, you miss and go flying over him.
[Erok]: (( sound of a cat yowling ))
[Charlie]: ((hehe))
[DaermaDM]: 28 takes an AoO
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+16) : 1d20=6  = [ 22 ]
[DaermaDM]: (ac?)
[Taetia]: ((24, but I let him hit, just to prove a point))
[Charlie]: ((btw...cats have 8 nipples))
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d6+6) : 1d6=2  = [ 8 ]
[Taetia]: ((Sweet. Now I need to get 8 magic nipple rings))
[Erok]: (( snigger ))
[Ethan]: ((hope he hasmagic claws, smile))
[DaermaDM]: ((i forgot about that ...))
[DaermaDM]: ((hehehe))
[Taetia]: ((Can cats laugh at people?))
[Charlie]: ((yes))
Taetia does the cat version of laughing at him, whatever that entails



DaermaDM is not sure he wants to see a tiger laugh.
[Ethan]: ((laugh laugh, cough up furball?))
[DaermaDM]: who's next keep it going..
Charlie downs a potion
Ethos steps up and launches 4 magic missles at #19
DICE for Charlie: (3d8+5) : 3d8=8,5,5  = [ 23 ]
[Erok]: (( remember 'da (( done )) folks ))
[DaermaDM]: ((#19 is flying 30' in the air for those that don't remember..)
(Ethos whispered to DaermaDM): ((fyi the magic missles are maximized))
(Ethan whispered to DaermaDM): i go to -3 to hit, +3 ac, current ac 36, 37 on 28
[Taetia]: ((What would I have to roll to jump that high?))
[Ethos]: ((60 points of damage))
Charlie wings a rock at him
Ethos then casts a invisibility upon himself
DICE for Charlie: [Charlie / Rock (thrown) Attack Roll 1] : (1d20+12) : 1d20=5  = [
17 ]
(DaermaDM whispered to Ethos): you need to finish detailing your sheet... i had no 
idea about you power capability after you chrashed last session..
[Ethos]: ((done))
[Charlie]: ((i need magic rocks...))
[Charlie]: ((done))
(Ethos whispered to DaermaDM): ok 
[DaermaDM]: ethos you ran out of actions.. 
Ethan lays into 28, starting with a kicking stunning attack to the stomach, and 
folowing up with punches, and forearm blows
[Ethos]: ((haste))
DICE for Ethan: [Ethan / Sword Attack (crit)] : (1d20+14) : 1d20=7  = [ 21 ]
[Ethos]: ((dual brain, quicken actions, and haste - 5 spells)
[DaermaDM]: that means at least one of those MM was quickened and maximized..
Ethan frowns at the missed kick, but continues pounding away
DICE for Ethan: [Ethan / Sword Attack (crit)] : (1d20+12) : 1d20=12  = [ 24 ]
DICE for Ethan: [Ethan / Sword Attack (crit)] : (1d20+12) : 1d20=17  = [ 29 ]
[DaermaDM]: ((ok got it..))
[Taetia]: ((dual brain?))
DICE for Ethan: [Ethan / Sword Attack (crit)] : (1d20+9) : 1d20=13  = [ 22 ]
DICE for Ethan: [Ethan / Sword Attack (crit)] : (1d20+6) : 1d20=1  = [ 7 ]
(Ethos whispered to DaermaDM): ((cool??))
(DaermaDM whispered to Ethos): you are burning a shitload of spell points on 1st 
level spells then..
[Erok]: (( 'nother PSI from 2e ))
DICE for Ethan: [Ethan / Sword Damage] : (2d8+9) : 2d8=2,5  = [ 16 ]
DICE for Ethan: [Ethan / Sword Damage] : (2d8+9) : 2d8=1,7  = [ 17 ]
[DaermaDM]: ((it is in the 3e book as well.))
(Ethos whispered to DaermaDM): yeah, the magic is costly to do the feats
[Ethan]: ((33 damage on #28,  done))
[Ethan]: "take that yah big tub 'o lard!"
[DaermaDM]: charlie did your rock hit 19?
[DaermaDM]: i missed it?
[Charlie]: ((nope))
[DaermaDM]: k
[DaermaDM]: Vince turns and fires arrows at 19
DICE for DaermaDM: [DM Vince / Bow attack] : (1d20+14) : 1d20=6  = [ 20 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: [DM Vince / Bow attack] : (1d20+9) : 1d20=17  = [ 26 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: [DM Vince / Bow damage] : (1d8+3) : 1d8=3  = [ 6 ]
[ Grim joined the game ]
[Erok]: (( welcome Hoser !! ))
[Charlie]: ((hiya, bro))
[DaermaDM]: the Dragon kin all suddenly stiffen as if hearing something and 
immediately retreat. Everyone gets AoO if they are next to one.



[Grim]: ((sorry so late, wen't to dinner with my dad
[Grim]: ))
DICE for Ethan: [Ethan / Sword Attack (crit)] : (1d20+14) : 1d20=19  = [ 33 ]
[Charlie]: ((can i throw rocks at 19?))
[DaermaDM]: (no)
DICE for Ethan: [Ethan / Sword Damage] : (2d8+9) : 2d8=4,4  = [ 17 ]
[Ethan]: ((multiple aoo's if you got 'em?))
Erok swings at 12 again...
[Grim]: ((is hoser in the bag, or just where he left off?))
DICE for Erok: [Erok / ((Giant Shovel)) Attack Roll 1] : (1d20+23) : 1d20=5  = [ 28
]
DICE for Erok: [Erok / ((Giant Shovel)) Damage] : (1d10+12) : 1d10=5  = [ 17 ]
DICE for Taetia: [Taetia / Claw] : (1d20+11+2) : 1d20=5  = [ 18 ]
[DaermaDM]: (can only AoO a single creature once a round but if you got multiples 
and there are more than one next to you yes..
[Ethan]: (#28))
[Taetia]: ((The stunned ones still stunned, yes?))
[Ethan]: ((well you know i got more then 1 on me, chuckle))
[Erok]: (( hoser's right where he was ))
[Charlie]: ((just where you where hoser))
[DaermaDM]: ((where he left i took actions and you kille done..))
DICE for Ethan: [Ethan / Sword Attack (crit)] : (1d20+14) : 1d20=13  = [ 27 ]
DICE for Ethan: [Ethan / Sword Attack (crit)] : (1d20+14) : 1d20=11  = [ 25 ]
DICE for Ethan: [Ethan / Sword Attack (crit)] : (1d20+14) : 1d20=14  = [ 28 ]
DICE for Ethan: [Ethan / Sword Damage] : (2d8+9) : 2d8=3,6  = [ 18 ]
DICE for Ethan: [Ethan / Sword Damage] : (2d8+9) : 2d8=3,1  = [ 13 ]
DICE for Ethan: [Ethan / Sword Damage] : (2d8+9) : 2d8=5,6  = [ 20 ]
Ethan lashes out with kicks!
[DaermaDM]: how much damage to who?
[Ethan]: "hah!!"
[Grim]: ((give me one sec, and I'm going to take some AoO))
[Erok]:  (( 17 dam to 12  ))
[DaermaDM]: you only get #5 as he passes overhead hoser..
[Grim]: ((ok))
DICE for Grim: [Hoser / Axe 1 Attack Roll 1] : (1d20+15) : 1d20=14  = [ 29 ]
[DaermaDM]: ethan who got which?
[Ethan]: (17 hp to 28, 18 hp to 14, 13 hp to 15, 20 hp to 5))
[Hosenfeffer]: ((hit?))
[DaermaDM]: hit hoser)
[Ethan]: 'you snooze, you lose!!!"
DICE for Hosenfeffer: [Hoser / Battleaxe Damage] : (1d10+6) : 1d10=1  = [ 7 ]
[DaermaDM]: (15 was never hit until now... how about that)
[DaermaDM]: as they fly off, they all quit raging and #28 drops...
Hosenfeffer strikes fercely at #5 to do about nothing to him
[Ethan]: "this a good thing or bad thing folks???"
[Taetia]: ((How many stunned ones are left?))
[DaermaDM]: hold on lemme move them...
[Erok]: "Prolly bad"
[DaermaDM]: (dm done)
Taetia turns and crunches into 2's neck as it lays stunned, unleashing a geyser of 
blood
[DaermaDM]: k
Taetia repeats on the other 2
[DaermaDM]: one/round T
[Taetia]: ((k))
[DaermaDM]: it is your moves? anyone?
[Taetia]: ((even w/haste?))
Hosenfeffer looks around in the close area
Charlie move sto join the others



[Hosenfeffer]: not going to far away
Ethan will move up and coupe de grace 31, stomping its skull to mush
[Erok]: 'dey retreat to where ?
[Erok]: (( nm...didn't look across 'da room ))
[DaermaDM]: (it is a full round action so you could start it with haste but not 
finish this round.. finish beginning of next reound and start a gain and finish on 
haste action next round..
[Charlie]: ((move dbl when hasted?))
[DaermaDM]: (you can take double move as a normal full round action. you can move 
normal move on top of that when hasted.
[Ethan]: ((full round action, so i move, over and take a full round action to kill 
it))
Erok grins and drops a pair of fireballs in the dead center of the baddies....
DICE for Erok: (6d6) : 6d6=6,4,3,6,4,4  = [ 27 ]
DICE for Erok: (6d6) : 6d6=4,2,1,4,2,6  = [ 19 ]
[DaermaDM]: (T i assume you use haste to begin the kill of 27?)
[Ethan]: ((haste gives an extra action on top of a full round action right?))
[Taetia]: ((sure))
[DaermaDM]: ((correct ethan))
[Ethan]: ((k, so 31 is mush))
[DaermaDM]: (already deleted him)
[Ethan]: (9thank ye kinmdly))
[Erok]: (( and i vaporized 22 earlier ))
[Ethan]: "so what/ they bringing out their secret weapon now?"
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+7) : 1d20=14  = [ 21 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+7) : 1d20=3  = [ 10 ]
[DaermaDM]: saved on the first failed the second..
[DaermaDM]: they take 33
Hosenfeffer waits to see what the party is going to do now
[DaermaDM]: anyone else before i start totalling damages?
[Charlie]: ((no.....))
[Ethan]: ((not unless ethos has some to throw))
[Ethos]: ((is T done))
[Charlie]: ((er...totalling damages...??))
[DaermaDM]: she's been done 
[Ethan]: ((on the bunch running away, that erok just fireballed))
[Charlie]: ((ah, whew))
[DaermaDM]: ((this was a free for all round ethos.. you could moved anytime..))
[DaermaDM]: doing something?
Ethos steps up into view and casts four fireballs into the center of dragonkin
[Ethos]: ((15,21,17,12,24 - center))
DICE for Ethos: (20d6) : 20d6=5,3,1,6,1,4,5,4,2,2,3,1,6,6,2,5,3,2,3,5  = [ 69 ]
Charlie grins
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+7) : 1d20=14  = [ 21 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+7) : 1d20=4  = [ 11 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+7) : 1d20=1  = [ 8 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+7) : 1d20=14  = [ 21 ]
[Ethos]: ((done))
[DaermaDM]: saved twice.
[DaermaDM]: 5,3,6,1,1=16/2=8+4,5,4,2,2,3,1,6,6,2,=43+5,3,2,3,5=18/2=9=52
[DaermaDM]: they take 52
[DaermaDM]: ((roll seperately next time..))
[DaermaDM]: 85 total fire damage..
[Ethan]: 'big badda boom!!!"
[DaermaDM]: "Leeloo!"
Ethan spits out some tobaccy juice, and adjusts his hat 'cuz of the fireball glare
[Ethan]: ((where the heck did that come from?))
[Charlie]: "mm...roasted dragonkin..."
Taetia licks her chops and drools a bit



Ethan looks about to see what the heck said leloo
[Hosenfeffer]: ((cloud, next round, if #27 is still there hoser is going to move 
and attack him))
[Ethan]: "whats that, draconian for run away???"
[Charlie]: ((brb))
[DaermaDM]: ((big badda boom, 5th element))
[Charlie]: ((back))
[Ethan]: (9ah,  heh))
[DaermaDM]: ((T is already on 27 but didn't finish ripping the throat..this 
round..))
[Taetia]: ((Bad things happen to people who interfere with a tiger's meal when it's
eating..))
[DaermaDM]: ((leeloo is her name))
[DaermaDM]: vince shoots an arrow at 19
[Hosenfeffer]: ((oh))
DICE for DaermaDM: [DM Vince / Bow attack] : (1d20+14) : 1d20=15  = [ 29 ]
[Ethan]: ((have we rolled around to next round yet?))
DICE for DaermaDM: [DM Vince / Bow attack] : (1d20+9) : 1d20=1  = [ 10 ]
[DaermaDM]: (vince is last.)
DICE for DaermaDM: [DM Vince / Bow damage] : (1d8+3) : 1d8=3  = [ 6 ]
[DaermaDM]: 19 drops and i won't break his bow when he isn't here...
[Charlie]: ((how kind of you...))
[Hosenfeffer]: ((he will be notafied that he's going to break it next game 
<smile>))
[DaermaDM]: It is an Obelisk granted item it prolly would break anyway...
[DaermaDM]: wouldn't break...
[Charlie]: ((hehe))
[DaermaDM]: top of round they(it) contiues.
[DaermaDM]: it flys through the door and as it does, the door slams closed. turning
around the one you entered does also.
[Charlie]: "ah, crap....that's never good..."
[Hosenfeffer]: "that's not good"
[Taetia]: ((Do I finish munching 27?))
[DaermaDM]: oh yes...
[DaermaDM]: party actions?
Taetia stops and shifts back to crinos "Hey, wheres the creme filling?"
[Hosenfeffer]: "one day something good is going to happin when doors close...one 
day"
[Ethan]: 'ahh well, we have been locked in before. "
(Melondar whispered to DaermaDM): My character is ready any time you are
Erok drops his kinetic control and walks over to 'da altar....and peers at it....
Taetia stands and collects her valuables from her shredded clothing "Anyon willing 
to loan me a cloak?"
Ethan mocves over toward the altar, looking it over
(DaermaDM whispered to Melondar): i'm not... ..
Charlie shrugs and follows erok
(Melondar whispered to DaermaDM): k
Hosenfeffer looks at the alter also
[DaermaDM]: ((move your characters))
[DaermaDM]: vince jumps in the Mansion as erok heads towards the altar..
Taetia puts everything in the bag of holding, ties it around her neck and goes over
to check out the altar too
[Ethan]: (dives into the bottom of his bacpack does he?  heh))
[Charlie]: ((everyone gather 'round the bomb, now...))
Erok rips a leg off a draco to chew on as he looks at 'da gold altar...
[DaermaDM]: as everyone gathers around the altar. reflex save...
DICE for Ethan: [Ethan / SAVE (Reflex)] : (1d20+18) : 1d20=7  = [ 25 ]
DICE for Hosenfeffer: [Hoser / Reflex (Dex)] : (1d20+6) : 1d20=7  = [ 13 ]
DICE for Erok: [Erok / Reflex (Dex)] : (1d20+6) : 1d20=20  = [ 26 ]



[DaermaDM]: ((i can't believe every one of you went there...))
DICE for Charlie: [Charlie / Reflex (Dex)] : (1d20+6) : 1d20=19  = [ 25 ]
DICE for Ethos: [Ethos / Reflex (Dex)] : (1d20+7) : 1d20=8  = [ 15 ]
DICE for Erok: [Erok / Reflex (Dex)] : (1d20+6) : 1d20=7  = [ 13 ]
DICE for Taetia: [Taetia / Reflex (Dex)] : (1d20+5) : 1d20=1  = [ 6 ]
[Erok]: (( shit not immune ))
[Ethan]: ((fireball?))
[Taetia]: "Can we steal this one?"
[Ethan]: ((ooh a 1 t, ouch))
[Taetia]: ((Yes Ethan, I noticed that.))
[DaermaDM]: dc 23 everyone..
[Erok]: ((made ))
[Charlie]: ((made it))
[Hosenfeffer]: ((nope))
[DaermaDM]: you are hit by a stream of acid from above..
DICE for DaermaDM: (12d4) : 12d4=1,1,2,2,2,2,3,3,4,1,3,3  = [ 27 ]
[Ethos]: ((nope))
Ethan rolls outta the way
DICE for DaermaDM: (12d4((fuck me.))) : = [ 12 ]
[Erok]: (( guffaw ))
[Taetia]: ((Somebody stole his mojo, too.))
DICE for DaermaDM: (12d4) : 12d4=3,4,3,3,2,2,3,2,2,2,2,2  = [ 30 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: (12d4) : 12d4=4,2,2,2,4,3,4,4,3,1,3,1  = [ 33 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: (12d4) : 12d4=3,1,1,2,4,4,4,3,3,2,4,4  = [ 35 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: (12d4) : 12d4=4,1,3,4,2,3,1,1,2,1,4,3  = [ 29 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: (12d4) : 12d4=4,2,2,1,1,3,4,2,3,1,3,4  = [ 30 ]
[DaermaDM]: look after it don't matter i do good..
[Charlie]: ((hehe))
[DaermaDM]: init
(Taetia whispered to DaermaDM): Damage reduction?
Charlie ducks away
DICE for Ethan: [Ethan / Initiative] : (1d20+6) : 1d20=11  = [ 17 ]
[Hosenfeffer]: ((witch one is for who??))
DICE for Taetia: (1d20+8) : 1d20=12  = [ 20 ]
DICE for Erok: [Erok / Initiative Roll] : (1d20+4) : 1d20=12  = [ 16 ]
DICE for Charlie: [Charlie / Initiative Roll] : (1d20+1) : 1d20=12  = [ 13 ]
DICE for Hosenfeffer: [Hoser / Initiative Roll] : (1d20+4) : 1d20=6  = [ 10 ]
DICE for Ethos: [Ethos / Initiative Roll] : (1d20+5) : 1d20=19  = [ 24 ]
[DaermaDM]: ((hoser damage was 27/14))
[Hosenfeffer]: ((I mean how much dam??))
[Hosenfeffer]: ((ok that is what I thought
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+4) : 1d20=12  = [ 16 ]
[Taetia]: ((Thats some pretty sissy acid. You'd think there'd be a chance of 
blindness and/or uglification))
[Charlie]: ((and fur loss...))
[DaermaDM]: you all look up and see a large black dragon hovering above you... will
saves  i think ... for the fear effect..
[Taetia]: ((Ms. Bigglesworth?))
DICE for Ethan: [Ethan / SAVE (Willpower)] : (1d20+15) : 1d20=20  = [ 35 ]
DICE for Taetia: [Taetia / Willpower (Wis)] : (1d20+9) : 1d20=20  = [ 29 ]
DICE for Erok: [Erok / Willpower (Wis)] : (1d20+14) : 1d20=2  = [ 16 ]
DICE for Hosenfeffer: [Hoser / Willpower (Wis)] : (1d20+2) : 1d20=18  = [ 20 ]
DICE for Charlie: [Charlie / Willpower (Wis)] : (1d20+3) : 1d20=11  = [ 14 ]
DICE for Ethos: [Ethos / Willpower (Wis)] : (1d20+14) : 1d20=15  = [ 29 ]
[Ethan]: ((back to back 20's t, nice, high five))
[Taetia]: ((whoohoo. Well, lets hope it continues..))
[Taetia]: ((Black dragon! Yeehaa! Nifty armor!))
[Ethan]: ((dc 20 i think dm))
[DaermaDM]: dc23 



Hosenfeffer even know he didn't fail, he still screams like a women
Erok screams like a Hosenfeffer and runs away !!
Taetia glares at the dragon "You, are going to regret that so very much."
[Hosenfeffer]: ((never mind))
DICE for DaermaDM: (4d6) : 4d6=4,4,5,1  = [ 14 ]
Hosenfeffer just screams like a wonem and runs with erok
[DaermaDM]: if you failed, you are shaken for 14 rounds.. if you made it you are 
immune to fear from THIS particular dragon.
[DaermaDM]: ((you don't run))
Charlie joins hoser and erok....
[Charlie]: ((oh, ok...))
[Ethan]: ((this thing is size large?))
Hosenfeffer falls countuing to scream
[DaermaDM]: shaken give you -2  morale penalty on attck, damage, and saves..
[DaermaDM]: i never said that ethan.
[Taetia]: ((How far above us?))
[DaermaDM]: anyone with init 16 or higher go
[Ethan]: ((you said a large black dragon, i assumed that was accurate))
[DaermaDM]: it's 30' above you.
[Charlie]: "geez, hoser....shut up...."
[Taetia]: ((Excellent))
[Ethos]: ((height of ceiling?))
[Taetia]: ((I go after Ethan...))
[DaermaDM]: ((large dragon. does not mean size L))
[Taetia]: ((ethos I mean))
Erok blows air out his mouth...."Here we go again !!"
DICE for Erok: (1d20+7) : 1d20=4  = [ 11 ]
DICE for Erok: (1d20+7) : 1d20=9  = [ 16 ]
[DaermaDM]: i don't care about order, if you are before 16 do something.
Erok shimmers for a moment, then glares at 'da dragon....
Taetia nails the dragon with a mindblast for her first action
[Ethos]: ((height of ceiling?))
DICE for Taetia: (1d20+6) : 1d20=6  = [ 12 ]
[DaermaDM]: ((what is the save?))
[Taetia]: ((Let me check..))
[DaermaDM]: ((ceiling is about 150' up))
[Taetia]: ((will, -4 penalty))
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+15) : 1d20=8  = [ 23 ]
Taetia shoots it again, for her second
DICE for Taetia: (1d20+6) : 1d20=11  = [ 17 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+15) : 1d20=10  = [ 25 ]
[Taetia]: ((Bugger))
[Charlie]: "all i gots is rocks..."
Hosenfeffer from being so scard, out of reflex Howls at the dragon
(To DaermaDM) DICE for DaermaDM: (1d4) :  1d4=3  = [ 3 ]
[Charlie]: ((mebbe you can deafen it))
[Hosenfeffer]: ((not sure what to roll for that, just a d20 I think?))
(To DaermaDM) DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+15) : 1d20=7  = [ 22 ]
[Taetia]: ((Hey, did it feel like this thing was erecting a mental barrier, or is 
it just that tough?))
[DaermaDM]: ((no roll but he needs to make a save.. the dc is 10+1/2 you level+ cha
modifier
Ethan not wanting to get in spellcasters way plays bait, and runs out, trying to 
get the blacks attention, and acid shot at him "hey worm!!! you just bout the right
size for my fishing line!!!"
[Hosenfeffer]: ((ok, didn't know if I had to roll any thing for that, thanks))
[Charlie]: ((yo' momma waz fish bait! hehe))
[Taetia]: ((Now theres an ugly dragon))
[DaermaDM]: ((whats the DC hoser?))



[DaermaDM]: anyone else before 16?
[Charlie]: " i got ta get me some magic rocks..."
[Charlie]: ((not me, i'm 14))
[Taetia]: ((How big is the altar?))
Ethos throws caution into the wind and begins to enter psionic combat with the 
dragon
[Hosenfeffer]: ((shit, one sec))
(Ethos whispered to DaermaDM): I haven't three-ed ethos for psionic combat I'm 
still jiving under 2e rules
[Hosenfeffer]: ((stupid question but what is the DC??))
[DaermaDM]: ((no roll but he needs to make a save.. the dc is 10+1/2 you level+ cha
modifier
[Hosenfeffer]: ((lel 7))
(DaermaDM whispered to Ethos): grrrr he is non-psion what do you need to do?
[Hosenfeffer]: ((no cha +
[DaermaDM]: (round up as far as i know.. everything 3e is up..))
(Ethos whispered to DaermaDM): Dwarf has dealt with the before he may have some 
better insight than I do
[DaermaDM]: dc14 would then be the dc
[Hosenfeffer]: ((ok))
(DaermaDM whispered to Ethos): i know noting happens this round have him tell me 
what i need..
[Hosenfeffer]: that it then because I have no cha +'s
[Hosenfeffer]: ))
[DaermaDM]: ok the dragon points a wand in his left foreclaw at the party and 
speaks a word.
[Taetia]: ((Ah crap))
[Charlie]: ((oh, damn...))
[Hosenfeffer]: "please be "happy"
[DaermaDM]: everyone but ethan reflex save for half damage as you are hit by a cone
of cold.
(To DaermaDM) DICE for DaermaDM: (10d6) : 10d6=2,1,5,1,1,1,1,1,5,5  = [ 23 ]
DICE for Charlie: [Charlie / Reflex (Dex)] : (1d20+6) : 1d20=14  = [ 20 ]
DICE for DaermaDM: (10d6) : 10d6=3,1,1,3,6,6,6,1,5,4  = [ 36 ]
DICE for Taetia: [Taetia / Reflex (Dex)] : (1d20+5) : 1d20=19  = [ 24 ]
[Hosenfeffer]: ((I'm immune to it))
[Taetia]: ((How big is the altar btw?))
DICE for Ethos: [Ethos / Reflex (Dex)] : (1d20+7) : 1d20=3  = [ 10 ]
DICE for Erok: [Erok / Reflex (Dex)] : (1d20+6) : 1d20=9  = [ 15 ]
[DaermaDM]: grr how do you get eh dc of a friggin wand...
[Melondar]: ((I think it depends on the level of the wizard who made it))
[Hosenfeffer]: ((hey! who's highwayman??))
[Ethan]: ((id assume minimum level required to cast the spell))
[Charlie]: ((it's yago!))
[Hosenfeffer]: ((ok))
[DaermaDM]: dc15
Taetia saved
[DaermaDM]: 36/18
[Charlie]: ((woo hoo, made it))
Hosenfeffer just screams at the damn thing again
(Erok whispered to DaermaDM): what's the dragon's Wis and Int ?
[DaermaDM]: it also calls a globe of darkness down on the party.
[DaermaDM]: 70' radius.
[DaermaDM]: centered on the altar.
Charlie is surviving by pure luck...
[DaermaDM]: alright everyone who went after 16.
[Ethan]: ((ending right in front of me dm?))
[DaermaDM]: (7 squiares from the altar.)
[DaermaDM]: it goes UP too the dragon is also inside it..



[Hosenfeffer]: ((opps, think I wen't already, thought you said it didn't matter 
what order))
[Taetia]: ((How big is the altar?))
[Charlie]: "ah...anyone got healing to spare?"
(DaermaDM whispered to Erok): 14 wis 15 int
[DaermaDM]: who goes after 16??
[Ethan]: ((think t wants to use it asa a missile weapon, smile))
[Taetia]: ((Well, thats one thing I considered.))
[DaermaDM]: the altar is 15' tall and around 10' wide.. look at the map folder for 
the real room picture..
[Taetia]: ((Well allrighty then.))
[Charlie]: ((me))
[Charlie]: ((i can't really do much))
[DaermaDM]: ((didn't matter what order before 16))
[DaermaDM]: ok next round then..
[DaermaDM]: everyone before 16?
[Charlie]: ((can i run away?))
(Erok whispered to DaermaDM): okay....Ethos has to his the dragon's MAC (mental ac)
of 10....which he can do with one brain tied behind his back.....His first attack 
(from brain #1) will open the dragon's mind to mental attacks, while his second 
attack (brain #2) will either daze, confuze, or damage the dragon depending on how 
much power he puts into it.
[Taetia]: ((I presume one could get a rough fix on it from the sound of flapping?))
[DaermaDM]: yes you can do that but you are blind... roll a d6 to determine 
direction.
DICE for Charlie: (1d6) = [ 3 ]
(Erok whispered to DaermaDM): and which power he uses....
Ethan moves a little, waiting for the darkness to end, or something else to happen
Charlie tries to get the hell out of there...
(Ethos whispered to DaermaDM): Magnified - Ego Whip
(Ethos whispered to DaermaDM): x4 psionic mangnification
[Taetia]: ((Dammit, Ethos and Ethan's names are to much alike..))
Hosenfeffer trys to move also
(Erok whispered to DaermaDM): this is a friendly service message from your annoying
Ogre....echoed to Both DM and Ethos ....please reply in kind...
(Ethos whispered to DaermaDM): normail psion power
[Taetia]: ((Could we rename one of them?))
Ethan stays at the edge of the darkness, alert, and ready
[DaermaDM]: charlie you exit the darkness right there..
Taetia fires a mindblast at the sound of flapping
DICE for Taetia: (1d20+6) : 1d20=14  = [ 20 ]
DICE for Hosenfeffer: (1d6) :  1d6=6  = [ 6 ]
[Charlie]: ((k))
(Ethos whispered to DaermaDM): We cool on the psion combat???
(DaermaDM whispered to Erok): just tell me what happens please. dwarf.
(DaermaDM whispered to Ethos): just tell me what happens please. dwarf.
DICE for DaermaDM: (1d20+15) : 1d20=2  = [ 17 ]
DICE for Taetia: (2d4) : 2d4=4,3  = [ 7 ]
[Taetia]: ((It doesn't fall on us, does it?))
[DaermaDM]: the dragon suddenl;y crashes donw atop the party..
[Ethan]: ((ouch))
[DaermaDM]: oh yes it does... i said it was right above the party..
[Taetia]: ((Bugger))
[Charlie]: ((hehe))
[Ethan]: ((does darkness end?))
[Taetia]: ((Reflex?))
[DaermaDM]: hold on forgot about SR....
[Taetia]: ((Spell resistance isn't psionic resistance..))
[Ethan]: ((sr works on psionics? cool))



(Erok whispered to DaermaDM): The first attack opens the dragons mind to further 
attack and the next 3 just bludgeon it's mind around a while...dragon is dazed for 
d4 rounds and suffers a -5 penalty to attack, dam, save and power checks and the 
dragon can't cast spells above 3rd level.
[DaermaDM]: (yes it does)
(DaermaDM whispered to Erok): ok gimme a sec to reread SR...
(DaermaDM whispered to Ethos): ok gimme a sec to reread SR...
[DaermaDM]: dc 20 + class level you gotta beat a 21
[DaermaDM]: both T and Ethos
[Taetia]: ((Ah fuck us.))
DICE for Taetia: (1d20+5) : 1d20=3  = [ 8 ]
[Taetia]: ((Could I roll that again?))
[DaermaDM]: no
[Taetia]: ((Bugger it millenium hand and shrimp))
(DaermaDM whispered to Erok): since i got no way to swap magic resist % into Spell 
resist do the same. or he resists.
(DaermaDM whispered to Ethos): since i got no way to swap magic resist % into Spell
resist do the same. or he resists.
(DaermaDM whispered to Erok): d20+class level beat a 21 to affect him.
(DaermaDM whispered to Ethos): d20+class level beat a 21 to affect him.
[DaermaDM]: ethos?
[Taetia]: ((Wait a minute!))
DICE for Ethos: (1d20 + 5) : = [ 0 ]
DICE for Ethos: (1d20+5) : 1d20=2  = [ 7 ]
[Taetia]: ((Power resistance, and thus spells resistance doesn't work against mind 
blast))
[Erok]: (( 3 more Ethos ))
[Taetia]: ((See the powers info above the desc...))
DICE for Ethos: (1d20+5) : 1d20=2  = [ 7 ]
DICE for Ethos: (1d20+5) : 1d20=4  = [ 9 ]
DICE for Ethos: (1d20+5) : 1d20=1  = [ 6 ]
[Ethan]: ((wow, poor ethos, that sucked))
Erok quirks an eyebrow at his twin's bad mojo
[Ethan]: ((highest a 4))
Erok pulls out his dreaded Holy Symbol of Dao and rubs it at the cloud...
[DaermaDM]: ok you are correct t so the dragonDOES fall on the party...
[Taetia]: ((whoohoo!))
[Taetia]: ((I think))
[Charlie]: ((hehe))
[Ethan]: ((you win, but several people die, heh))
[Erok]: (( i hope me 'n my spiky black ass give him a steel enema ))
[Charlie]: ((you really wanna go there erok?))
[Taetia]: ((We're standing near the altar, wouldn't it's height help shield us?))
[Erok]: (( sure....i can teleport))
[Taetia]: ((If the dragon is above us, it's above the altar. Thus it's hit the 15'/
10' altar, and for a tent type thing perhaps?))
[DaermaDM]: it misses ethos.
[DaermaDM]: the rest of you suddenly feel crushed...
Hosenfeffer countuins to scream
[DaermaDM]: (i gotta look up crushing .... gimme a sec..
[Melondar]: ((brb))
[Taetia]: ((Thats one flexible dragon.))
[Erok]: (( never seen a snake ? ))
Charlie listens to the suddenly muffled screaming
[Taetia]: ((I wouldn't think dragon's would be as flexible))
[Ethan]: ( DRAGONS CRUSH ATTACK NORMALLY DOES 2D8, IF HUGE, PLUS .5 times its 
strength bonus))
[Ethan]: ((sorry for caps))
[Ethan]: ((1.5 times its strength bonus))



[Hosenfeffer]: ((I got to play with fireworks last sat!!!))
[Hosenfeffer]: ((it was fun))
[Charlie]: ((oh yeah...you doing 4th of july shows?))
[Erok]: (( and now, our newest Topless dancer - Hosenfeffer !! ))
DICE for DaermaDM: (22d6) : 22d6=4,1,4,3,4,3,2,6,4,5,4,2,3,4,5,1,2,3,4,4,1,4  = 
[ 73 ]
[Hosenfeffer]: ((I'm gonna miss the 3rd and the 4th have to work, but I have 
another show this saturday and my some more after the 4th))
[DaermaDM]: take 73 no save as no one knows it is coming.
Hosenfeffer screams louder after seeing that dam
[Taetia]: ((I would, considering my 18 intelligence and it's a logical 
assumption?))
[Ethan]: ((oooh, thatll kill people))
[DaermaDM]: no T
[Taetia]: ((Damn.. Damage reduction take shave 15 off it?))
[DaermaDM]: sure will
Ethos pokes the dragon..."Anyone still alive under there.....anyone"
[Ethan]: ((darkness off?))
[Taetia]: ((Whoohoo! 25 hp.))
[Hosenfeffer]: the screaming stop rather quickly
[DaermaDM]: the darkness does drop..
Taetia tries to climb out from under it, while screaming "Kill it before it wakes 
up!"
Ethan rushes over to help move it off
[Charlie]: "hmm, i think the name "fallen legion' shoulda tipped me off..."
[Taetia]: "Kill it kill it kill it kill it kill it kill it!"
Charlie shrugs and runs to help
(Ethos whispered to DaermaDM): while everyone is trapped under the dragon...and the
dragon is dazed ethos is going to continue and hack and the dragon's mind
Ethan coupe de graces it, smashing its head to bits
Hosenfeffer is nolonger screaming
(To DaermaDM) DICE for Erok: (1d20+7-4) : 1d20=5  = [ 8 ]
[Charlie]: ((oo bad sign))
(DaermaDM whispered to Erok): did that ,make it?
(Erok whispered to DaermaDM): nope
[Taetia]: ((Who alls dead?))
[Erok]: (( you don't know yet ))
Hosenfeffer rasies his hand
Ethan after its dead, starts shifting the dragon body to rescue people
Hosenfeffer takes his hand down
[DaermaDM]: erok your KC absorbs the impact but then fails as you fail to keep the 
power going after the shock.
[Erok]: coolness...i just blew myself into shrapnel !!
Charlie helps ethan
[DaermaDM]: yeah that's 146 points of damage erok?
[Erok]: correct
[Ethan]: ((oooh)))
[Erok]: spikes fly !!
[DaermaDM]: 73*2 right?
[Ethan]: ((erok dead?))
[Erok]: correct cloud
[Charlie]: ((at least the dragons body took it))
[Taetia]: ((Two pcs with one dragon.))
[Ethan]: ((more like 2 pcs with one mind blast))
[Melondar]: ((back))
[Taetia]: ((Have I wriggled out from under it yet?))
[Charlie]: (is the dragon dead?))
[DaermaDM]: getting out from under is no problem as the rest of the party is 
shifting the dragon to get to you..



[DaermaDM]: are you dead hoser?
[Hosenfeffer]: ((yup))
[DaermaDM]: k after a short struggle you get all the remains. or at least bits of 
them out from under the dragon..
[DaermaDM]: erok's armor is thrashed. and unusable.
Taetia crawls out and rolls over with a moan due to the internal injuries and 
crushed bones
[Charlie]: ((is the dragon dead?))
[DaermaDM]: (very dead ethan preformed a coup de gras.)
[Charlie]: (9k))
[Taetia]: ((I think I'll go back to anthrax for solving my dragon problems.))
[DaermaDM]: the altar is also smashed fairly flat..
[DaermaDM]:  what is the party doing.
[Ethan]: ((funny thought, show where the guy looks at people far away between his 
finger and thumb "crush head"  "crush head",   chuckle))
[Taetia]: ((Kewl, we can put fit it in the mansion now))
Erok 's Ghost looks at Ethos...."Take 'da dragon's body back to my brewery too...."
[Hosenfeffer]: ((laying here))
DaermaDM banishes the noisesome ghost.
[Ethan]: "so whats the procedure when the leader, and multiple deaths? do we 
retreat to home base?"
Charlie looks at the mess..."throw it all in the bag?"
Ethos mumbles something and opens up his portable mansion, sweeping the various 
pieces into it
Taetia spends her last 7 psp into lesser body adjustment
DICE for Taetia: (7d8) : 7d8=5,3,6,4,7,8,3  = [ 36 ]
[Taetia]: "Ouch"
[Taetia]: "Shall we get the altarrr and the drrragon as well? I hearrr they'rrre 
scales make fine arrrmorrr"
Ethos then checks out the smashed alter
Taetia stands back up
Hosenfeffer bleeds
Charlie looks at taetia"bet ya won't do that again..."
[DaermaDM]: Taetia suddenly powers down. The flames constantly surouding her go 
out..
[Taetia]: "It worrrked."
[Taetia]: ((Flames? I had flames?))
[Charlie]: "uh....hope you won't do that again..."
[DaermaDM]: (light effect only because you are a Pyro.)
[Ethan]: "so who is in charge when erok is down people??"
[Taetia]: ((Ah))
[Taetia]: "Ethos I would think, as his the seniorrr memberrr."
Ethos begins to salvage the remaining pieces of the alter
(Melondar whispered to DaermaDM): if now isnt a good time, just say so, but have 
you looked over my char yet?
[Ethan]: "I then await your orders Ethos."
Charlie tries to help hoser
(Ethos whispered to DaermaDM): Whats the alter worth cloud
Ethan stands guard, listening and watching for the next wave
Taetia lends Ethos a hand
[Charlie]: bandaging and stuff...
[DaermaDM]: the bits and pieces of the altar that you recognize do have draconic 
emblems on them. but it will take time to piece it back together to read.
[DaermaDM]: ((hoser is goo))
[Charlie]: well nevermind then
Taetia begins searching the draconian corpses
Ethos looks around the room at Erok's legion and says I'm going to decode this 
alter's emblems, and then sleep in the mansion and recharge and then head back to 
town



[Ethan]: "think i will go stand by that other door, in case they coming rushing 
back out now, if that is allright?"
Charlie looks for the dragon's wand
[Taetia]: "Surrre. What should we do? Just sit tight?"
Ethos begins reconstructing the alter and the dragon emblems
[DaermaDM]: you find it charlie.
[DaermaDM]: you also find another one..
Ethos looks around try searching the room for secret doors
[Ethan]: "shouldnt we be moving while you are resting?  or find a good place for us
to rest?"
Ethos maybe even treasure the dragonkin might of had
[Erok]: (( remember the " around speech " Ethos ))
Charlie sticks the wands in her belt for now
Ethos looks at Ethan..."We will sleep in the mansion, or if we can make it out of 
this place fairly quickly then we will do that"
[Ethan]: "i do not feel comfortable leaving the mansion unguarded while we all 
sleep."
[Charlie]: ((do the wands have writing on them?))
[Ethos]: "Search the bodies, search the room for secret doors, and stand gaurd at 
the entrances...Legion"
[Taetia]: "One of us could borrrow vinnies cloak and sneak out."
Taetia is searching the bodies
[Taetia]: "Carrrrrying the otherrrs in the mansion"
Ethos continues the decoding of the alters emblems
[DaermaDM]: they each have runes on them, but you can't understand them..
[Hosenfeffer]: ((brb))
Ethan moves to guard the entrance
Charlie searches for secret doors
Ethos casts a read magic, and a comprehend languages spell to enterpret the runes
DICE for Charlie: (1d20+7) : 1d20=4  = [ 11 ]
Ethan stands guard at the door the lizard monster ran out
(Melondar whispered to DaermaDM): how will you treat hiding and moving silently for
drow?
[DaermaDM]: ok everyone give me 5 minutes..
[Taetia]: ((k))
[Hosenfeffer]: ((back))\
[Charlie]: ((ok))
[Melondar]: ((ok))
[Hosenfeffer]: ((ok))
[DaermaDM]: http://www.daerma.com/Room%2013%20Treasure.htm
[DaermaDM]: that is what is found in the room.
Ethos casts a read magic, and a comprehend languages spell to enterpret the runes
[DaermaDM]: in addition, every single one of the dragonkin is wearing Leather armor
+2
[DaermaDM]: 28 of them
[Ethan]: (woah!!))
Taetia collects the treasure on the corpses and their armor and chucks it into the 
bag
[Taetia]: ((Sweet))
[Ethan]: ((wouldsnt some of them been burned up in all the fireballs?))
[Charlie]: ((would that leater armor fit me?))
[DaermaDM]: (some of them couldbe damaged. and i'll figure that out later..)
[Taetia]: ((The url isn't working cloud...)
[DaermaDM]: now remember none of the items are id'd yet.. 
[Erok]: (( worked okay for me ))
[DaermaDM]: use IE
[Taetia]: ((There we go... stupid case sensitive.))
[Erok]: (( NEVER !! ))
(Ethos whispered to DaermaDM): /he casts a read magic, and a comprehend languages 



spell to enterpret the runes
[Charlie]: ((i'll have to look later...or i'll freeze up...))
Taetia finishes collecting armor and treasure then turns to Ethan "Want to help me 
get that corrrpse into the mansion? I hearrr the scales make good arrrmorrr"
[DaermaDM]: ok ethos, you piece together that it was another altar to Bahamut
[Ethan]: "sure, if it will fit."
Ethos shakes his head
Ethan comes over to help, still keeping one eye on the door
[Taetia]: "Of course it'll fit."
[DaermaDM]: you know nothing else this quickly.. the shrine really is a mess..
[Charlie]: "here ethos, can you read these?"
[Taetia]: "You everrr cook drrragon beforrre?"
[Ethan]: "I meant will it fit through the entrance.'
Charlie hands him the wands
Ethos studies the alter to see if its still consecrated
[DaermaDM]: no ethos.
[Ethan]: "can't say i have, got some recipes in my head for 'em tho."
Ethos looks at the legion..."Bag the alter"
[DaermaDM]: and not just by the dragons fall..
[Taetia]: "I always thought some magic type thing made it fit no matter how big it 
is.."
Ethan shrugs
[DaermaDM]: ethan you hear something banging lightly on the door..
Taetia begins shovelling shards into the bag, then returns to the corpse
[Ethan]: "sounds like we got company coming people....."
Ethos puts Eroks head in a bucket...."We should be going now legion"
[Charlie]: "good idea..."
[Ethan]: ((which door dm? from behind where we came? or ahead where the bad lizard 
thing went?))
[DaermaDM]: yeah he head was too hard even for a falling dragon to smash....
[Taetia]: ((We've not managed to get the corpse into the bag, have we?))
Charlie helps bag stuff, quickly
[Erok]: :)
[DaermaDM]: ((ahead ehtan i thought hat was the door you were guarding
[Ethan]: ((nod- just making sure))
Ethos takes the shape of a dragonkin .... "Legion hide!!!"
[DaermaDM]: ((yes all of ethos' tests to time in which you bagged the room..))
Charlie jumps in the bag
Ethan hops in the bag
[Ethan]: ((mansion))
[Charlie]: (9only place to hide...
Taetia tosses the bag o' holding to ethan and jumps in the mansion
Hosenfeffer bleeds
[Taetia]: ((Ethos I mean!))
[Ethan]: ((chuckle t))
[Ethos]: After the legion is in the bag.../he in dragon-kin form goes to the door
[Taetia]: ((Hosenfeffer, a couple tons of fat bastard dragon fell on you.. You 
don't have any blood anymore.))
Ethan smiles, as he picks up the picnic basket he left at the entrance
Ethan pulls out a sandwhich plate "sandwhich anyone?"
Ethos opens the door in the direction from which we came
[DaermaDM]: you hear someone speakingin draconic. "Get the door open the master  
should have returned already.."
[Taetia]: "What kind?"
[Charlie]: "sure
[Charlie]: "
[DaermaDM]: (fromt he door they fled through)
[Ethan]: 'hmmmm, peanut butter and jam, and some kind of roast meat."
[DaermaDM]: the door is sealed and will not open ethos



Ethos responds "We were under attack!!!, where were you!!!"
Charlie munches a sandwich as she sorts out hoser's parts into a bucket
[DaermaDM]: there are no sounds comeing from this direction.
[Taetia]: "Surre, I'll take the rrroast, thanks."
[Ethan]: "ahh this one here's still a little bloody, made it just for you."
[DaermaDM]: ((ethos i think you got the doors confused..))
Ethan hands one to Taetia
[Taetia]: "Thanks"
Taetia munches on it
Ethos studies the door checking to see what its made of
[Ethan]: ((they are at the door, they left ethos, one we havent been through yet))
Taetia finishes "I'm going to go wash off and see if I can find some clothes, since
I destrrroyed my otherrrs"
Taetia leaves
[Ethos]: ((ok))
[DaermaDM]: ethos look on the map folder..
Ethan pulls out a bottle of wine 
[Ethan]: "mighty battle, brings on a mighty thirst, uh huh"
Ethan slugs back about half the bottle
[DaermaDM]: ok this door you are by is closed and will not open.
[Ethan]: "ahhh"
[DaermaDM]: what are you doing?
Ethan wipes his mouth with his sleeve, and offers the bottle
Charlie accepts
Ethan reaches in and unwraps a large handkerchief   "cookie?"
(Taetia whispered to DaermaDM): Didn't I taint that bottle with shifter saliva two 
sessions back?
[Hosenfeffer]: ((pore some of that wine on the ground for you homies))
[Ethan]: ((laugh))
[Charlie]: ((i'll pour it in your bucket...))
[Taetia]: ((Nah, I think Hoser would benefit more from a bicycle tire pump.))
[Charlie]: "thanks"
[DaermaDM]: Ethos is laggin but icq comes through..
(Melondar whispered to DaermaDM): how will you treat hiding and moving silently for
drow in daerma?
[DaermaDM]: finding the door won't open for him he activates a power and melds 
intot the wall next to the door.
[ Halfgiant left the game ]
Charlie stays listening by the door of the mansion
[ HalfGiant joined the game ]
(DaermaDM whispered to Melondar): until i read the descript again i dunno.
Ethan munches a few cookies
(Taetia whispered to DaermaDM): Any chance of infecting them thusly?
(Melondar whispered to DaermaDM): ok then
HalfGiant opens his eyes..."did I make it to the other side?"
(DaermaDM whispered to Taetia): no T
[DaermaDM]: ((yes) you went 
(Taetia whispered to DaermaDM): Damn. Time for more volitile methods... Ivan's Lab 
still in there?
[DaermaDM]: the door at the other end of the hall is stillopen.
Ethos will dump the party out of the mansion
[DaermaDM]: (had you saved  your sheet since you made all the mods to it ethos?)
[Charlie]: ""oof"
[Ethos]: ((no I haden't))
[DaermaDM]: (save the one in the map folder.
[Ethos]: ((no big I still had a fair amount of work to do on him anyway))
[DaermaDM]: )
[DaermaDM]: 
[Taetia]: ((Did I manage to find any clothes? Or am I still butt nekkid?))



Ethan has his hand in his mouth feeding himself "umph a wha?"
Ethan looks about
Ethos begins to think back in his memory for a nice defenseable room, that the 
legion has been in.
[Charlie]: "now what?"
[DaermaDM]: well you were teleshifted into room 12 right in front of the altar.
[DaermaDM]: stay out of there folks...
[DaermaDM]: other than that you know of no other roomsin this area.
[DaermaDM]: (you all keep clicking on my map)
[Taetia]: "Any ideas on how to get the hell out of here?"
[Ethan]: "shall we hurry on back to daerma? '
[Taetia]: ((By accident, I was aiming for the map folder.))
[Erok]: (( dey should just click on Map Folder ))
[Ethan]: ((same here dm, sorry))
[ HalfGiant left the game ]
[Erok]: CCS
[ Doppelganger joined the game ]
[DaermaDM]: Ethos walks into room 12 and stands in the spot he first remembered 
appearing in..
[DaermaDM]: a few seconds later he diappears...
Charlie will just follow ethos...
Taetia follows
[DaermaDM]: charlie as he disappears, you see a rock show up.
(DaermaDM whispered to Ethan): you are back in the small room..
[Charlie]: "hey is that mine?"
(Ethan whispered to DaermaDM): can we see that map anywhere?
[DaermaDM]: (it is the rock one of you threw into that small room.
[DaermaDM]: 
Charlie picks it up
[Charlie]: (('twas me))
Ethan follows
(Ethos whispered to DaermaDM): what room does that put me know smoke?
[DaermaDM]: the other map is now on the workbench folder.
Charlie disappear, too?
[DaermaDM]: nope
[Taetia]: "Well now what do we do.."
Ethan stands where ethos was, and tries to mimic what he did
[DaermaDM]: what do you do charlie, ethos?
Charlie waits, then puts the rock back down
(Ethos whispered to DaermaDM): didn't ethos teleport?
(Ethan whispered to DaermaDM): ok, i am not with them?
Charlie is where ethos was, right now
(Ethos whispered to DaermaDM): what room is he in..is there a map for it?
[DaermaDM]: (those in room 12 (which is all but ethos hold on..)
(DaermaDM whispered to Ethos): look at the workbench folder.
(DaermaDM whispered to Ethos): i put the map there..
[Taetia]: ((Damn you Ethan, mentioning that sandwhich made me hungry. Now I'm 
jonesing for roast beef sammiches.))
[Taetia]: ((And I don't have any roast beef =P ))
[Ethan]: ((laugh))
Ethos picks up a rock, and places it where he pop'd in at
(DaermaDM whispered to Ethos): and then you what?
(DaermaDM whispered to Ethos): stand next to it? move? what?
(Ethos whispered to DaermaDM): try and activate the teleporter
(DaermaDM whispered to Ethos): ok
Ethan looks at who's with him, and just has a confused look
[Erok]: (( i just had some yummy chicken salad on ritz crackers ))
[DaermaDM]: charlie as you bend over to put the rock down, ethan walks up next to 
you. and you both disappear.



[Charlie]: ((dammit.....roast beef.....yum))
[Hosenfeffer]: ((sorry if I'm not saying to much))
[DaermaDM]: and reappear in the small room you were in once before, 
Taetia steps over to where they stood and starts poking around
[DaermaDM]: ethan you show back up in the altar room
[Charlie]: "i think my rock is magic..."
[DaermaDM]: err ewthos...
[DaermaDM]: ethos even
[Ethan]: "allright, where's ethos gotten to?"
Taetia blinks a bit
[Taetia]: "Hello again"
Charlie steps out of the room, and tosses the rock in
[DaermaDM]: ehtan any action?
(Ethos whispered to DaermaDM): /he grumbles and tries activating the teleporter 
again
Ethos grumbles and tries activating the teleporter again
Ethan is confused, tries to go to the hallway to stand guard
(DaermaDM whispered to Ethos): you figure out there is no activation, it just seems
to happen...
(DaermaDM whispered to Ethos): roll a spellcraft dc20 
[DaermaDM]: after a few seconds, Charlie, you see Ethos and Taetia appear.
[Charlie]: "hah, magic rock"
DICE for Ethos: (1d20+20) : 1d20=7  = [ 27 ]
[Taetia]: "Excellent, I was a bit worrrrrried about getting back herrre. Can we go 
now?"
[DaermaDM]: Ethos and t you find yourselves int he small room you all left from..
[Taetia]: ((God I'm hungry. Afk 5 min, just following along with the others))
(DaermaDM whispered to Ethos): it kicks every 30 seconds automatically.
[Charlie]: ((is the rock there?))
Ethos speaks to the legion..."Lets leave the room seems to activate every 30 
seconds"
Ethan is hopefully standing in the hallway
Ethos moves to the hallway
[Charlie]: "ok, didja grab my magic rock?"
(Ethos whispered to DaermaDM): ((which map should I be looking at hall_1-2?))
[Ethan]: "so, we head for home? try top get our companions brought back, split up 
the goodies, and regroup, then return boss?"
[DaermaDM]: there is now only 1 map.
Somewhere , Arg the PowerOgre looks up as his son's deathchime sounds.  The giant 
figure shakes his enormous head ponderously and says "Look's like he forgot 'ta 
duck again....'dat boy....."
[Hosenfeffer]: well I need to go to sleep, I've missed a lot of sleep the last few 
day
[Hosenfeffer]: ))
[Charlie]: ((later))
[Hosenfeffer]: ((I'll have to read the chat log to see how far we get))
[Erok]: (( cya Hoser ))
[ Doppelganger left the game ]
[Melondar]: ((bye hose
[Melondar]: ))
[ Grim left the game ]
[Erok]: (( da map shifting just booted 1/2g ))
[DaermaDM]: as you all spread out and check the area, you notice that the narrow 
tunnel leading to where you were trapped by running water is now open again..
[Charlie]: "let's not go there...."
[DaermaDM]: ((fyi I am the one causeing ethos to drop i keep deleteing the 
character sheet he has open and it locks him up.))
[ Forsaken joined the game ]
[Ethan]: "we need to go up do we not? once we get above ground, we can start back 



for Daerma"
[DaermaDM]: as you all spread out and check the area, you notice that the narrow 
tunnel leading to where you were trapped by running water is now open again..
[Charlie]: "ah, true.."
[DaermaDM]: ((for ethos' benefit
Erok 's goo silently splooges away from the Forsaken one....
[Taetia]: ((Mmmm.. coke and steak sammich))
Ethos head down the narrow tunnel
[Ethan]: "I have a possible idea......"
[Charlie]: ((quit....i don't have anything to eat here...)0
[DaermaDM]: you are back in the main hall, where you were attacked by the skells it
is empty. and the door is closed.
Ethos spins around looks at Ethan..."Yes? What the idea?"
Charlie follows ethos
[Ethan]: "could we not just use one of those doors like erok does, go up high, then
start for home?"
Charlie runs into ethos...
Ethos looks at Ethan..."Start up high and head for home??? What do you mean?"
Ethos peaks in the door
[Taetia]: "D-door our way out?"
[Ethan]: "i dont know. i mean something like we magic ourselves high above the 
ground,  you turn into a bird or something, and fly us away from the city. after 
that you can land, and i can run us on home, you and me can alternate."
[DaermaDM]: Ethos you open the door?
Ethos peaks into the room, but not before scanning it for brains sentientience
[DaermaDM]: there is no room.
[Melondar]: ((ethan I would want to try bringing the mansion and that bag of 
holding throug an extradimensional portal...))
[DaermaDM]: what the fuck are you talking about...
[Melondar]: ((wouldnt not would))
[Ethan]: ((we have done d-doors with them several times allready))
Ethos is going to try and back track to the point of entry in this dungeon
[Melondar]: ((oh well...))
[DaermaDM]: then you need to go through the door the icon is next too. and it is 
closed. what do you do.
Ethos scans the door and if no sentience then he peeks in
[Ethan]: "well, i think its a good idea."
DaermaDM shakes his head sadly.....
[DaermaDM]: i am going to give you the benefit of character knowledge...
[DaermaDM]: ethos since you have Eidetic memory, you recall that all these doors 
were trapped the first time around...
[Melondar]: ((Cloud I assume you have read "Passage to Dawn"))
[Ethan]: ((not to mention his find traps spell from last week is likely still on))
Ethos casts a find traps spell based off what he remembers of the dungeon
[DaermaDM]: so i highly doubt you go opening a closed doorthis time..
[DaermaDM]: ((note to self... the CHARACTER has the Eidetic memory not the 
player....))
[DaermaDM]: ko 
[DaermaDM]: surprise it is trapped.
[Ethos]: ((the player is horribly absent minded))
[Erok]: (( i'll second 'dat ))
[DaermaDM]: (( i know so is the DM it is a nasty combination.))
[Ethan]: "can you at least please think about my idea, i think it has 
possibilities."
Ethos spins around..."Whos the thief"
[Charlie]: ((hehe))
[Charlie]: "ah...me?"
Ethos looks at Ethan.."Who has D-Door?"
[Charlie]: "not me"



[Ethan]: "well, i was watching erok carefully, and i think i could manage it."
Ethos mentally talks to Charlie while carrying on a conversation with 
Ethan..."Charlie please take care of the trap on the door"
[DaermaDM]: charlie as you foind the trap opon this door the first time, you look 
and see it has been reset.
[DaermaDM]: roll to disable.
[DaermaDM]: +5 circumastance bonus.
DICE for Charlie: (1d20+8) : 1d20=16  = [ 24 ]
[Ethan]: "everyone but you and me starts in the mansion, we go up high, you pop me 
in the mansion, and fly us away from the city."
Ethos looks at Ethan..."Its not a bad plan...I didn't think anyone could D-Door 
besides Erok"
Charlie tinkers with the trap
[Ethan]: "well...... i think i just learned how to... at least i think i can."
[DaermaDM]: no prob charlie
[Ethan]: "not sure how strong of one it will be, but how high would i need to get 
us for it to work?"
[Charlie]: "mm, i actually got it this time..."
[DaermaDM]: (when did you get d-door ethan?)
[Ethan]: ((this level,  just rp'ing it))
[DaermaDM]: ((cool))
Ethos cocks and eyebrow at charlie.."Get'n good at that I see"
[Charlie]: "yeah"
Ethos now scans the door, and then peaks in
Charlie looks pleased
[DaermaDM]: you see a hallway behind ...
[DaermaDM]: empty..
[Ethan]: "say four or 500 hundred feet straight up from here work boss?"
Ethos begins back tracking to point of origin.
Ethos looks at Ethan that will probably suffice
[Ethan]: "well, you want to give it a try, see if i can do it?"
[DaermaDM]: 400' +40'/level and you get 1/2 level.. so +240'
Ethos looks at Ethan ..."That will probably suffice"
[Ethan]: ((i know dm,  my character doesnt))
[Charlie]: "we goin' up, then?"
[Ethan]: "perhaps you could put on an invisibility spell of some sort, to mask us."
[DaermaDM]: you walk to the stairwell and up the stairs and find yourselves in the 
set of rooms where you fought the vampires...(not the exact room but same style..
[Ethan]: "or borrow vinces cloak."
Charlie keeps an eye out for vamps
Ethos scans into the room
[Ethan]: "personally i do not think we should get in another battle."
[Charlie]: "personally i don't think i'd survive another battle right now..."
[DaermaDM]: ((i said you went into the room which implies you scanned it and found 
nothing...)
[Charlie]: "huh, didn' survive the first one..."
[DaermaDM]: ((what are everyones levels now?))
Ethos continues to back track to the start room
[Erok]: 6/6/6
[Charlie]: 5/5
[Ethan]: ((12))
[Ethos]: 5/5/5
[Taetia]: ((5/4/1/1))
[Melondar]: 8
[DaermaDM]: to do that, you have to go through the 12" x12" tunnels in the top 
corner of the rooms.
[DaermaDM]: ((mel your new character will be 10th
[Melondar]: ((okay))
Ethos speaks to the legion..."everyone into the bag, I need to work through the 



tiny tunnels"
[Melondar]: ((Ill change it once Im finished doing what Im doing right now))
Charlie hops in the bag
Ethan sighs "i still think my idea is best, but if you dont boss, i guess i will 
wait in the bag
[Ethan]: "
Ethan gets in
[Charlie]: ((i got to go...need sleep))
Taetia hops in the mansion
[Charlie]: ((it's midnight here))
[Ethan]: ((same here charlie))
[DaermaDM]: ok i'm gonna spee dthis up.
[Charlie]: ((k, i'll stick around ))
(Ethan whispered to DaermaDM): sorry, tried to speed things up for you.  but i am 
LG,  have to follow orders
Ethos changes into a pixie and flys through the tunnels
[DaermaDM]: ethos FINALLY gets back to the room you all staryted this in.. then 
ethan does the dim door and comes out 400' feet above the city.. jumps in the bag, 
ethos then flys out grabs the bag and you are off..
[DaermaDM]: after a day you pop back to V'Ral.
[DaermaDM]: ((no one leave till xp is out..))
[DaermaDM]: (((((end rp session vote for PoG for both PoG gets 1000xp this week.
[DaermaDM]: Taetia is PoG
[DaermaDM]: 467 form the mages.
[DaermaDM]: 2800/6
[DaermaDM]: another 467 from the dragon.
[Ethan]: ((2800 so far))
[Charlie]: xp total?
[DaermaDM]: 2800 total.
[DaermaDM]: the treasure list is online..
[Taetia]: Thats what we were talking about..
[Taetia]: Whoohoo! Thanks guys
[DaermaDM]: (((((end chat log)))))


